study guide

story pirates

Tuesday, February 7th, 2017 at 10:00 AM
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We are looking forward to your visit to Lebanon Opera House! Please take a moment to review our house rules and common theater etiquette with your class before attending the performance. Enjoy the show!

**Do:**

- Arrive at Lebanon Opera House early.
- Use the restroom before the performance.
- Turn off cell phones, pagers, watch alarms, and other electronic devices.
- Keep your feet on the floor.
- Show your appreciation of the performers by applauding.
- Stay with your group or school at all times.
- Wait for your school or group to be dismissed by the announcer after the show.

**Don’t:**

- Stand in the aisles or stairwells.
- Put your feet on the seats or balcony railing.
- Talk, sing, hum, or fidget.
- Take pictures or record the actors during the performance.
- Leave the theater during the performance.
- Kick the seat in front of you.
- Eat, drink or chew gum in the theater.
- Leave your seat before the performers have taken their curtain call.
WHO ARE THE STORY PIRATES?

The Story Pirates are a group of actors and teachers who help kids write stories, then turn those stories into a musical comedy show. In fact, you’re coming to see it soon! Every single story you’re going to see at the show was written by an elementary school kid.
WHAT IS A STORY MADE OF?

The kids who wrote the stories in our show used their imaginations to come up with brand new ideas. How did they think of those ideas? Well, most good stories have the same main ingredients. Let’s take a look at the ingredients one at a time.

**CHARACTER**

The characters are **who the story is about**. Characters can be people, animals, or something completely imaginary.

Here are some characters that kids have written about, with pictures of Story Pirates acting them out. What do you notice about how the actors bring the characters to life? What are they doing with their bodies, faces, or costumes to let you know details about the character?

There once was a girl who turned into a princess. She got to wear high heels. And a tiara. And the tiara had jewels on it. And she wore a pretty gown like a princess. And her dream came true because she wanted to be a princess. Her name was Shannon. —TARA, FROM CT

There was a scary monster. He was blue with spikes all over his body. This is what the monster sang... “I’m gonna eat you. I’m gonna eat you alive!” —AARON, FROM IN
CHARACTER: YOUR TURN!

Here is one more picture of a character, but this time you are going to write about it! Look closely at the picture, then write a sentence that tells us about the character. You can write what the character looks like, how the character acts, or how the character feels on the inside. Just be sure to write lots of details, and use your imagination.
WHAT IS A STORY MADE OF?

SETTING

The setting is **where the story takes place**. Settings can be real places or imaginary places.

Here are some places that kids have written about, and pictures of Story Pirates pretending to be in those places. What are the actors doing with their bodies, faces, or costumes to act out what the setting is like, what the characters are doing, and how they feel?

Once upon a time there was a Monkey Camp, way up in the trees. Monkeys who went to this camp did swinging on vines, scratching their armpits, climbing trees and getting into mischief. At the end of each camp day they gathered together and roasted bananas and told scary monkey camp stories.  

—HANNAH, FROM MA

Far away, where joyful music can be heard just in a wisp of wind, where magical ukuleles grow on bushes and trees, where no one sheds a tear, where no sadness can be found, where everything, (meaning everything) is nothing but happiness and joy. Now that’s where I wanna go for spring break!  

—SARAH, FROM MI
WHAT IS A STORY MADE OF?

SETTING: YOUR TURN!

Here is one more picture of a setting, but this time you are going to write about it! Look closely at the picture, then write a sentence that describes the setting. You can write about where you think it is, what people do there, and how it makes the characters feel.
PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS

To make your story exciting, something needs to go wrong! In other words, there needs to be a problem. Either the characters can’t get something they want, or something bad happens that they need to fix. The problem can be something real, or something completely imaginary.

Most problems also need a solution. The solution is how the problem finally gets fixed. The characters might need to try out lots of different solutions, until they finally find one that works.

Here are some problems that kids have written about. For each problem, you can decide how the characters might try to solve it.

A pirate ship was sailing full of GOLD!!!
“Rock dead ahead!” said the lookout.
“What?” said the captain.
“Rock dead...” BOOM! —ERIC, FROM CA

How do you think the characters will solve this problem?

The Mom came home. “Hanna!” She yelled. Her face was crimson and Hanna felt like any second smoke would billow out of her ears and she would explode. Hanna’s eyes went wide. “What?” she asked.
“You know... THE SINK?”

Suddenly, Hanna felt water around her ankles. She looked down. she followed the stream of liquid and it was coming straight from the bathroom sink! —NATALIE, FROM

How do you think the characters will solve this problem?
WHAT IS A STORY MADE OF?

PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS: YOUR TURN!

Here is one more picture of a problem, but this time you are going to tell us about it! Write what you think the problem is, and what the characters are saying. How do you think the characters will solve this problem?
Watch carefully and pick out your favorite characters, settings, problems, and solutions from the stories you see. Talk about them with your friends and teachers, and it might help give you ideas for writing your own story later on.

The actors will be using a LOT of different tools to bring the stories to life. You can be on the lookout for some of these things when you watch the show:

**COSTUMES**

One way the actors can show you different characters is by putting on costumes. Watch for all the different clothes, hats, wigs, and other silly items that each character wears. Think about why each costume piece fits with each character.

**VOICES**

The actors can use different voices to act out different characters, and show you how they’re feeling. Listen closely, and pick out your favorite weird or funny voices that you hear. See if you can figure out why the actors chose to use each voice.

**MOVEMENT**

The way an actor moves can tell you a lot about the character they’re playing, the setting where the characters are, and what kind of problem is happening. Watch closely, and notice the different ways the actors walk and move around. Once the show is over, see if you are able to move in some of the same ways.

**MUSIC**

There will be lots of music in the performance. The music can tell you about the setting, and about how the characters are feeling. Listen closely to the music during the whole show, and see if you can figure out what it’s telling you about the story.
We hope that seeing stories other kids have written will make you want to write your own stories! Getting started on writing a story is pretty easy. All you need is to use your imagination, and think of answers to these questions:

1. **Who is the main character?** A person? An animal? An imaginary creature? The main character can be anyone, or anything you want.

2. **What is the setting?** Where do you want your story to take place? Somewhere real, or somewhere imaginary? What is it like there?

3. **What is the problem?** What should go wrong in your story? Is it something the characters need that they can't get? Is it something bad that happens to the whole town? Is it a real problem, or an imaginary problem?

4. **How will the character solve the problem?** Use your imagination, and figure out how your character will fix the problem. You might have your character try out a few different ideas before they find one that works.

Finally, use the Story Kit to plan out your own story. Once you've planned it out, you can start writing!
WRITING YOUR OWN STORY

NAME

STORY KIT

PART 1

CLASS

What is your character’s name?

Where is your setting?

What are some words to describe your character?

What are some words to describe your setting?

Please draw your character, and what he or she is doing in the setting!
WRITING YOUR OWN STORY

What is the **problem**?

What are some different ways your character will try to **solve** the problem?

Please draw how the **problem** finally gets **solved**!

Now you’ve planned out your story, and you’re ready to start writing. Have fun!
Performance Evaluation

Which performance did you attend?

☐ Jigsaw Jones  ☐ ArcAttack
☐ Out of Bounds  ☐ Biscuit
☐ Moon Mouse  ☐ Story Pirates

Which performance did you attend?

______________________________________________________________

Your Name (optional)

______________________________________________________________

Your School (optional)

Grade Levels: ________________________________________________

Votre Nom (facultatif)

Votre école (facultatif)

Niveaux de classe: ____________________________________________

⇒ Was the performance appropriate for your students’ grade level?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ N/A
⇒ Was the post-show discussion valuable to your students?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ N/A
⇒ Did this performance fit in with your curriculum?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ N/A
⇒ How would you rate the following aspects of the performance?
(Circle a number on the scale where 1 means below average and 5 means above average.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entertainment Quality:</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Above Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Quality:</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Above Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⇒ To what extent were your students challenged by the content of this performance?
(Circle a number on the scale where 1 means not at all challenged and 5 means very challenged.)

NOT AT ALL CHALLENGED  1  2  3  4  5  VERY CHALLENGED

⇒ How did this program compare to similar programs you’ve attended in the past?
(Circle a number on the scale where 1 means below average and 5 means above average.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Above Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⇒ Will you bring your students back to another YES! performance?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

⇒ What types of shows would you like to see us present in the future?

☐ Music  ☐ Puppetry
☐ Dance  ☐ Historical
☐ Musical Theater  ☐ Literature Based
☐ Non-Musical Theater  ☐ Multicultural
☐ Other ________________________________

⇒ How did you hear about the Youth Education Series?

☐ LOH Website  ☐ Radio
☐ Postcard  ☐ Newspaper
☐ Email  ☐ Teacher
☐ Posters  ☐ Parent
☐ Enrichment/Arts Coordinator
☐ Other ________________________________

⇒ Please share any additional comments here:

______________________________________________________________

Please return your evaluation to:
Lebanon Opera House | PO Box 384 | Lebanon, NH 03766

Evaluations can also be completed online at
lebanonoperahouse.org/yes
**YES! @ LOH**

**ARTSPOWER in**

**JIGSAW JONES: THE CASE OF THE CLASS CLOWN**

*Tuesday, October 4, 2016 / 10 am*

Recommended for grades 1 - 4

There’s a joker on the loose, so it’s up to Jig and friends to catch the clown in this story filled with music, charm and humor.

**WORKING GROUP THEATRE in**

**OUT OF BOUNDS**

*Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2016 / 10 am*

Recommended for grades 5 and up

A girl is caught between new and old friends in a story that explores the vicious world of cyber-bullying and the complicated politics of friendship.

**LIGHTWIRE THEATER in**

**MOON MOUSE**

*Thursday, Jan. 19, 2017 / 10 am*

Recommended for K - grade 4

The adventure of a lifetime—join Martin on a trip to the moon on his homemade rocket in a tale that celebrates differences.

**STORY PIRATES**

*Tuesday, Feb. 7, 2017 / 10 am*

Recommended for grades 2 - 5

Story Pirates celebrates the words and ideas of young people by turning kids’ original stories into wild sketch comedy musicals.

**ARCATTACK**

*Thursday, Apr. 27, 2017 / 10 am*

Recommended for grades 4 and up

Students get inspired to pursue interests in physics, mathematics, chemistry and engineering with a show that’s unlike any other.

**ARTSPOWER in**

**BISCUIT**

*Thursday, May 11, 2017 / 10 am*

Recommended for Pre K - grade 3

Biscuit is a modern classic. See the little puppy explore, make new friends, stir up mischief and learn the joy of having a family.

*This is a sensory rich show and may be overwhelming for some audiences.*

School groups and children:
$6/orchestra
$4/balcony

One free chaperone ticket with 15 students

Additional chaperones at school group price

Other adults: $10

SPONSORED BY:

Hypertherm
HOPE Foundation

Valley News
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